Equipment Technologies Launches New Bruin Hydrostatic Sprayers
August 24, 2017 (Mooresville, Indiana) – Equipment Technologies (ET) has unveiled a new series of
hydrostatic sprayers. After years of proven performance as the leading self-propelled hydraulic sprayer in Europe,
Bruin Sprayers were reengineered for durability required by North American farmers and custom applicators.
Bruin Sprayers will be available in two models: HS700 (700 gallon) and HS1100 (1,100 gallon) and backed by a
5-year powertrain warranty – the longest in the industry.
Bruin Sprayers boast a boom package that is stronger, more flexible and better protected than competitive
models. A 120-foot boom on the HS1100 allows operators to spray more acres per hour. Additionally, the HS1100
boom adjusts automatically from 60 to 70 inches of clearance, making it the tallest rear boom sprayer available in
North America.
“We’re incredibly excited to expand our product line to include a hydrostatic sprayer after years of extensive
research and engineering,” said Equipment Technologies CEO, Matt Hays. “North American farmers will
appreciate the durable Bruin design and extended capabilities that they won’t find on other hydrostatic sprayers.”
Additional features include:
•

A Relaxing Ride: The Bruin’s active pneumatic suspension on the front and rear, as well as hydraulic
shocks and oscillating rear axle ensure a smooth, responsive ride even in rough field conditions and
terrain.

•

Four Wheel Steer: Reduce soil compaction and crop damage by ensuring rear wheels stay on the same
path as the front wheels. Slope compensation with back axle correction, allows for better control on hills
and headlands.

•

Wireless Joystick: Make corrections and boom adjustments by a single operator from outside the cab.

•

Crab Steer Mode: Enhances mobility for the operator to more easily operate in tight spaces.

•

Narrow Transport: With axle configurations from 79 to 105 inches, the HS700 makes transport between
fields hassle-free.

•

More Power Control Options: Operators can switch between conventional hydrostatic control, fuelefficient eco mode and foot-pedal acceleration like an automobile, which is especially useful on the road.

ET will be showcasing the new Bruin Sprayers line at the following farm shows in 2017:
•

August 29-31 – Farm Progress Show, Decatur, Illinois in Booth 27W

•

September 12-14 – Husker Harvest Days, Grand Island, Nebraska in Booth 150

•

September 19-21 – Ohio Farm Science Review, London, Ohio in Booth 119
“Attending the farm shows will provide an exclusive first look of both Bruin sprayer models,” Hays said.
Each demonstration will be worth the trip — you need to see a Bruin in person to understand what all the
buzz is about.”

Please visit BruinSprayers.com for more detailed information.

Equipment Technologies:
Equipment Technologies is a manufacturer of self-propelled sprayers. Headquartered in Mooresville, Indiana,
Equipment Technologies creates Apache Sprayers and Bruin Sprayers for distribution throughout the United
States, Canada, Australia and C.I.S. Learn more about Apache Sprayers at www.ApacheSprayers.com and Bruin
Sprayers at www.BruinSprayers.com.
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